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Abstract—Owing to the decreasing costs of distributed energy resources (DERs) as well as decarbonization policies, power systems are undergoing a modernization process. The large deployment of DERs together with internet of things (IoT) devices provide a platform for peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading in active distribution networks. However, P2P energy trading with IoT devices have driven the grid more vulnerable to cyber-physical threats. To this end, in this paper, a resilience-oriented P2P energy exchange model is developed considering three phase unbalanced distribution systems. In addition, various scenarios for vulnerability assessment of P2P energy exchanges considering adverse prosumers and consumers, who provide false information regarding the price and quantity with the goal of maximum financial benefit and system operation disruption, are considered. Techno-economic survivability analysis against these attacks are investigated on a IEEE 13-node unbalanced distribution test system. Simulation results demonstrate that adverse peers can affect the physical operation of grid, maximize their benefits, and cause financial loss of other agents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DECREASING costs of distributed energy resources (DERs) and net-zero emission energy production policy are two preeminent factors that motivate utilities to deploy more DERs to enable deep decarbonization of energy production targets [1]. Since energy decarbonization cannot be achieved without high penetration of renewable energy sources, utilities should develop and invest in new business models by considering the price-making role of customer side DERs. However, the current market designs are not able to provide sufficient incentives for small-scale DER owners to share the energy with grid or neighbors. To this end, in order to capture the socio-economic benefits of customer side DERs, peer-to-peer (P2P) energy exchange platforms, including communication, business, and physical layers, are introduced to maximize the green energy harvesting, reducing the bills of customers, etc. However, The large number of peers (prosumers and consumers) equipped with internet of things (IoT) devices have driven the power grids more complex and vulnerable to cyber-physical threats such as natural disasters, cyber intrusions, etc. [2]. Therefore, the motivation of this paper is to explore the potential cyber-physical threats in P2P markets and analyze the vulnerability of these threats on the real operation of power systems from economic and physical perspectives.

Research studies on P2P energy exchanges in the literature are broadly focused on the market designs with considering networks’ physical constraints, network usage charges, communication layer, etc. using different approaches. For instance, in [3]–[5], distributed optimization techniques are used for optimal operation of prosumers while addressing the privacy issues in P2P markets. An iterative mechanism is proposed in [6] for peer and system-centric trading using direct negotiation through price adjustment process. To consider the role of consumers as price maker entities, double auction-based methods are widely used in P2P markets. For example, a continuous double auction-based P2P energy trading is proposed in [7] considering the network’s physical constraints. An iterative double auction is used for localized P2P electricity trading in [8] considering consortium blockchain technology. In [9], a hierarchical method based on multi-round double auction is proposed considering network charges. Cooperative and non-cooperative game theory-based P2P mechanisms are widely discussed in [10]–[12] in which a unique and stable equilibrium can be achieved. More details regarding the P2P market designs and frameworks can be found in [13].

As mentioned above, a large number of prosumers and consumers in P2P designs are equipped with IoT devices to share required information with each other or system operators. The information exchange happen through the communication layer of P2P designs and transactive energy markets. However, the communication and physical layers of P2P-enabled distribution network models are in danger of cyber-physical attacks. For instance, various data manipulation and false data injection attacks in power systems are reviewed in [14], [15]. A cooperative learning-based decentralized P2P energy trading market with considering cyber issues is proposed in [16]. In [17], a blockchain-based transactive energy market defense behavior against denial of service attacks is investigated. Cyber-physical security against data manipulation for transactive energy systems considering ventilation, heating, and air conditioning (HVAC) is analyzed in [18]–[20].

P2P energy trading frameworks presented in [3]–[13] are mainly focused on various market mechanisms, while some of them are focused on modeling the physical network constraints and transaction charges in balanced distribution networks. However, the real distribution networks are phase unbalanced,
and proper modelling efforts are required to integrate P2P models to unbalanced systems. Moreover, these research studies are only focused on the normal operation of system, and neglect to consider the emergency operation in the case of disruptions such as natural disasters, cyber attacks, etc. Research works presented in [14]-[20] review the potential cyber-physical threats in transactive energy markets. Only in [18], [20] the impact of false data injection on HVAC systems is investigated. There is no modelling effort for resilience-oriented P2P interactions in unbalanced network considering the physical constraints such as voltage, line loading, congestion, etc. Motivated by the aforementioned challenges, this paper proposes a resilience-oriented framework for P2P energy exchanges in unbalanced active distribution networks focusing on both normal and emergency operation modes. In addition, to analyze the vulnerability against cyber-physical attacks, adverse prosumers and consumers who provide false information regarding their surplus renewable energy, demand, and offered price are considered, which results in financial losses of other agents, physical constraint violation, load curtailment, etc.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The proposed P2P framework with cyber-physical threats is explained in Section III. Problem formulation and simulation results and analysis are presented in Sections III and IV, respectively. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and presents the future directions of this research study.

II. PROPOSED P2P ENERGY EXCHANGE FRAMEWORK WITH CYBER-PHYSICAL THREATS

Fig. 1 shows the P2P-enabled distribution system operation including physical, communication, and business layers for agents (including prosumers and consumers that might be equipped with home energy management systems, batteries, etc.). During the time when the prosumers have surplus energy, they can share required information including price and quantity through communication layer with consumers to exchange energy based on business layer rules, and increase the monetary benefits while addressing the physical constraints of power grid. However, P2P markets can face with preeminent challenges such as cyber-physical threats due to disruptions in any layers. Natural disasters such as hurricanes, floods, wildfire, etc. and physical attacks on assets in distribution system can impose a threat on the grid-level operation [2], [21]. Moreover, P2P markets create opportunities for cyber attacks at different layers especially communication layer due to large number of IoT devices. Attacks on communication channels (e.g., false data injection, load redistribution attacks, etc.), attacks through adverse users (providing false information to operators and agents), and physical attacks (e.g., on smart metering or distribution lines) are potential threats that P2P energy sharing mechanisms can face [15]. This paper is focused on prosumers’ and consumers’ intentional attack as an attacker by providing false information regarding their surplus energy, demand, or even the price of selling or purchasing energy. It should be mentioned that coordinated attack among prosumers and consumers as adverse agents can significantly affect the normal operation of system from economic and technical perspectives.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The proposed resilience-oriented P2P formulation which is integrated to unbalanced distribution network is presented in this section. The distribution network is represented as a graph \((\mathcal{N}, \mathcal{L})\), where \(\mathcal{N}\) and \(\mathcal{L}\) are the set of nodes and lines, respectively. Additionally, the line impedance is expressed as \(Z_i = R_i + jX_i\). The set of prosumers’ and consumers’ nodes are defined as \(\mathcal{N}^p\) (indexed by \(i\)) and \(\mathcal{N}^c\) (indexed by \(j\)), correspondingly in which \(\mathcal{N}^p \cup \mathcal{N}^c = \mathcal{N}\). Moreover, to make the formulation general, we consider the time index in the formulation and \(T\) represents the set of time steps indexed by \(t\).

A. P2P Energy Exchange Formulation

The P2P energy trading formulation with the goal of minimizing the total cost of peers (maximizing social welfare) is
presented in equations (1)-(10):

\[
\min \, OC^{P2P} = \sum_{t \in T} \left\{ \sum_{i \in N^p} C_i(P^p_{i,t}) - \sum_{j \in N^c} U_j(dem^c_{i,j}) \right\} \tag{1}
\]

\[
P_{nm}(t, i, j) + P_{mn}(t, j, i) = 0, \quad \forall (i, j) \in (N^p, N^c) \tag{2}
\]

\[
P_{nm}(t, i, j) \geq 0, \quad \forall (i, j) \in (N^p, N^c) \tag{3}
\]

\[
P_{mn}(t, j, i) \leq 0, \quad \forall (i, j) \in (N^p, N^c) \tag{4}
\]

\[
P^p_{i,t} = \sum_j P_{nm}(t, i, j), \quad \forall (i, j) \in (N^p, N^c) \tag{5}
\]

\[
dem^c_{i,j} = \sum_j P_{nm}(t, j, i), \quad \forall (i, j) \in (N^p, N^c) \tag{6}
\]

\[
P_{nm}^{p, min} \leq P^p_{i,t} \leq P_{nm}^{p, max}, \quad \forall i \in N^p \tag{7}
\]

\[
Q_{nm}^{p, min} \leq Q^p_{i,t} \leq Q_{nm}^{p, max}, \quad \forall i \in N^p \tag{8}
\]

\[
P_{nm}^{Load, min} \leq dem^c_{i,j} \leq P_{nm}^{Load, max}, \quad \forall j \in N^c \tag{9}
\]

\[
(f^p_{i,t})^2 + (f^q_{i,t})^2 \leq (S^{inv})^2, \quad \forall i \in N^p \tag{10}
\]

where the objective function in (1) includes the prosumers cost and utility of consumers (linear cost curves). \( P^p_{i,t} \) and \( dem^c_{i,j} \) denote to total traded power of prosumers and total received power by consumers, respectively. Equations (2)-(4) illustrate the power exchange among prosumers and consumers in which the sold power by prosumer, \( P_{nm} \), should be equal with the power purchased by consumer \( P_{mn} \). Equation (5) and (6) express the total sold power from consumer to prosumer, and total purchased power by consumer from other prosumers, respectively. Active and reactive power (reactive power is defined as \( Q^{p, inv} \)) constraints of prosumers, and general form of elastic demand for all agents are expressed in (7)-(9). However, in this paper it is assumed that the agents’ demand is considered as inelastic. Therefore, the upper and lower limits are the same. The inverter capacity constraints of prosumers (e.g. rooftop solar owners) is shown in (10) which is defined as \( S^{inv} \).

### B. Unbalanced Grid Operation Formulation

To address the business and physical network constraints, the aforementioned P2P model is integrated to unbalanced convex branch flow (22) model, as shown in (11)-(22):

\[
\min \, OC^{Grid} = \sum_{t \in T} \left\{ \sum_{i \in N^p} C_i(F^{UG}_{i,t}) + \sum_{i \in N^c} C_i(F^{Shd}_{i,t}) \right\} \tag{11}
\]

\[
f^p_{i,t} = P_{Load}^{t,i} + \sum_{j \rightarrow i} f^p_{j,i} + R_{t,i} a_{t,i} - P^{UG}_{t,i} - P_{Load}^{t,i} \tag{12}
\]

\[
f^q_{i,t} = Q_{Load}^{t,i} + \sum_{j \rightarrow i} f^q_{j,i} + X_{t,i} a_{t,i} - Q^{UG}_{t,i} - Q_{Load}^{t,i} \tag{13}
\]

\[
(f^p_{i,t})^2 + (f^q_{i,t})^2 \leq (S^{l})^2 \tag{14}
\]

\[
(f^p_{i,t} - R_{t,i} a_{t,i})^2 + (f^q_{i,t} - X_{t,i} a_{t,i})^2 \leq (S^{l})^2 \tag{15}
\]

\[
\left\| \begin{array}c 2 f^p_{i,t} \\ h f^q_{i,t} \\ a_{t,i} \\ a_{t,i} \end{array} \right\| \leq a_{t,i} + v_{t,i} \tag{16}
\]

\[
v_{t,i} = v_{t,j} - 2(R_{t,i} \cdot f^p_{j,i} + X_{t,i} \cdot f^q_{j,i}) + Z_{t,i} \cdot a_{t,i} \tag{17}
\]

\[
(V^{min})^2 \leq v_{t,i} \leq (V^{max})^2 \tag{18}
\]

\[
(I^{min})^2 \leq a_{t,i} \leq (I^{max})^2 \tag{19}
\]

\[
C_i(P^{Shd}_{t,i}) = VOLLELL, P^{Shd}_{t,i} \tag{20}
\]

\[
0 \leq P_{Shd}^{t,i} \leq P_{Load}^{t,i} \tag{21}
\]

\[
Q_{Shd}^{t,i} = P_{Shd}^{t,i} \cdot \frac{Q_{Load}^{t,i}}{P_{Load}^{t,i}} \tag{22}
\]

The final co-optimization between P2P model and distribution system is expressed in (27).

\[
\min \left[ \ OC^{P2P} + OC^{Grid} \right] \tag{27}
\]

\text{s.t} \quad \text{Equations (2)-(10), (12)-(26) }

### IV. Simulation Results and Analysis

The proposed resilience-oriented framework is validated by testing on the modified IEEE-13 node unbalanced distribution system shown in Fig. 2. More details regarding the test system can be found in [25]. Nodes 3 and 13 are considered as prosumers (with three-phase connection) with maximum capacity of 650 KVA and offering price of $35/MWh and $20/MWh,
respectively. Prosumer at node 13 and consumer at node 7 are considered as adverse agents (attackers who provide false information regarding the price and quantity). During the post-attack scenario, prosumer at node 13 intentionally increases the price of energy sharing to $45/MWh and consumer at node 7 reports its demand 25% higher to violate the regular operation of system. Two scenarios for simulation results are considered: 1) Techno-economic survivability analysis before the attack of adverse agents, 2) Post-attack survivability assessment.

A. Pre- and Post-attack Financial Analysis of Prosumers and Consumers

The normal operation results of P2P energy exchanges for phase c of 13-node system is shown in Fig. 3, in which two prosumers exchange power with consumers distributed across the grid. Due to no demand in nodes 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, and 12 [25], there is not any matchings with prosumers in Fig. 3. Any prosumer can exchange energy with multiple consumers at grid and vice versa. For instance, considering the phase c, consumer located at node 7 receives 385 kw from both prosumers located at nodes 3 and 13. In addition, DLMP for each phase is calculated and presented in Fig. 4. Before attack, prosumers share correct information with system operator, and the DLMP values are in the range of [$35/MWh-$38/MWh] depending on the location of nodes and voltage regulation, power loss, costs and electricity demand from consumers. During the coordinated attack, prosumer at node 13 and consumer at node 7 intentionally provide false information regarding the offering price and quantity with the goal of maximizing benefit and disruption in normal operation of system. Therefore, the DLMP values are shifted to the range of [$45/MWh-$51/MWh]. In this attack, consumer at node 7 increases the demand by 25%, and the DLMP value at phase b significantly increases due to purchasing power from substation node with price of $50/MWh, which results in more financial losses of consumers compared to phase c.

The final bills of consumers and prosumers for both pre- and post-attack scenarios are calculated based on [9], as presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Due to the increase in DLMP in post-attack scenario, the final consumers’ bill are increased too. For instance, the final bill of consumer 9 is increased by 35% in the post-attack scenario, and the financial loss is clearly shown in
It should be mentioned that node 9 has the highest electricity consumption among the affected consumers and that’s why its loss is more than other consumers. Accordingly, the prosumers’ final revenue is increased in post-attack scenario, as shown in Fig. [5] It should also be noted that the total operation cost before and after attack are $88.6 and $144.5, respectively.

B. Results for Physical Constraints of Distribution Network before and after Attack

Besides financial issues that adverse users can create for business layer of P2P market, they also have the capability of affecting the regular operation of networks. For instance, voltage magnitudes for three phases in both pre- and post-attack scenarios are presented in Fig. 7. It can be seen that adverse users can change the optimum voltage set points by providing false information, which also change the power flow of lines, additional costs, etc. However, since voltage is still within the range, it is hard for system operator to detect this attack. Additionally, prosumer located at node 13 can intentionally damage the line connecting node 2 to 7 (results in line outage) to increase the benefit by selling power to neighboring nodes with a very high price. For instance, if the line between nodes 2 to 7 is attacked to be out of service, the DLMP is increased in nodes 7 to 13 and as a consequence, prosumer 13 (as the only energy provider) can sell all the available power with a very high price such as $VOLL and maximize the benefit. Furthermore, this attack can result in 1.8 MW total curtailment in load.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed resilience-oriented framework for P2P energy exchanges in unbalanced active distribution networks. The problem is formulated to analyze the normal and emergency operation of P2P integrated distribution network operation in the case of cyber-physical threats. Besides analyzing the potential threats in P2P markets, adverse prosumers’ and consumers’ behavior in providing false information regarding the offered price and quantity is considered. Additionally, the impact of this false data provision on market clearing price and physical constraints of network such as voltage is investigated. Simulation results on the IEEE 13-node test feeder demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model. The future direction of this work is to provide a defender-attacker defender P2P model to guarantee a safe and reliable operation against cyber-physical threats, such as false data injection, load redistribution attacks, etc.